
1

Crack goes across screen, 
then fades into shot. 

2

Title frame, font to be more 
crack-y. 

3

AMY looks into bathroom 
mirror. speech bubble = 
thought bubble 

4

Camera zooms in on back of 
Amy's head. 

5

Amy raises her arm to do her 
hair. 

6

Amy messes with her hair 
(with sound effects) 



7

Amy braids her hair, but it is slightly 
messy.

8

Amy messes with her hair 
again 

9

Amy makes ponytail. 

10

Amy messes with her hair 
(again) 

11

Amy makes bun, slightly messy 

12

Amy gives up, hands fall to 
side, frustrated. 



13

Amy runs her hand across her 
forehead 

14

Amy looks at her hand, which 
is now slightly oily. 

15

Amy has a disgusted 
expression on her face upon 
seeing the oil. 

16

Amy has an idea for how to 
get rid of oily skin. 

17

Amy remembers reading in a 
magazine that she can use 
toilet seat covers to blot. 
speech bubble = thought 
bubble 

18

Amy walks into the stall. 



19

Amy enters the stall and sees 
the toilet seat dispenser on 
the back tile wall. 

20

Amy takes out a seat cover 
from the dispenser. 

21

Amy brings the cover up, 
about to blot her skin. cloud 
= cover 

22

Amy looks to the side, in the 
direction of the next stall. 
(She's still holding the seat 
cover/oil blotter) cloud = cover 

23

Amy looks down as she is 
about to blot her skin. 

24

Amy sees a girl in the next 
stall vomiting. 



25

Close up on Amy's surprised/
shocked expression. Her 
eyebrows then lower to next 
expression (in next frame) 

26

Expression of realization/
slight sadness (still close 
up on eyes) 

27

Amy drops the cover in shock. 

28

Amy runs out of the stall 

29

Amy knocks on the door of the 
other stall that the girl she 
saw is in (which is closed) 

30

Speech bubble coming from 
girl inside stall. 



31

Amy continues to knock on the 
door, and her voice is more 
desperate this time. 

32

Amy is met with silence. 

33

speech bubble = thought 
bubble 

34

Amy kneels to the ground and 
gets ready to go under 
partition. 

35

Amy crawls under partition. 

36

Close up of Amy looking into 
stall while on her elbows 



37

Amy sees the girl in front of 
the toilet with messy hair 
(STACY) and tears on her 
cheeks. 

38

Close up on Amy's surprised 
face 

39

Stacy mumbles to herself. 

40

Amy imagines Stacy's 
popularity - homecoming 
queen, tiara, trophies, etc 

41

Stacy stutters on her words 
and her voice breaks 
slightly. 

42

Amy puts her arms around 
Stacy, Stacy quietly cries 
into her shoulder. 



43

Amy reassures Stacy

44

Stacy continues to sniffle 
and buries her head in Amy's 
shoulder. 

45

Camera zooms out 

46

zoom in on cracked tiles on 
bathroom wall 

47

crack across the screen as 
transition 

48

Amy and Stacy are standing, 
Amy's arm over Stacy's 
shoulder. They walk together 
towards the door. 



49

Amy turns around 

50

Amy turns around and walks 
back into bathroom. 

51

She walks back toward the 
stall that Stacy was in. 

52

She walks back into the 
stall. 

53

Amy pulls a pen out and 
raises her hand. 

54

Amy holds the pen and gets 
ready to write. 



55

Amy starts to write. 

56

Amy continues to write on the 
cracked tiles. 

57

Amy caps the pen. 

58

Amy thinks to herself, then 
turns to leave. 

59

Screen fades to black. 

60

The crack goes across the 
screen 


